
Having spent far too long at college, gaining a Masters degree in Journalism, and 
drifting around for a while still living the college lifestyle despite having graduated, 
Omar �nally found he needed to get a real job. He got the easiest reporting gig he 
could �nd, and is known by his colleagues for his lazy and casual attitude. However, 
Omar has a secret — at the full moon he involuntarily turns into a wolf ! Omar is 
deeply ashamed of this, and has told nobody.

Omar Lopez
Werewolf Reporter

A medium 26 year-old Werewolf reporter who avoids work at all costs (grade 5; 5d6)

3d6

3d6;
darksight

ATTRIBUTES

INITIATIVE

PERCEPTION

24
HEALTH

MOVEMENTATTACKS

EXPLOITS & TRAITS

DEFENSES

STR 4 (2d6) AGI 3 (2d6) END 6 (3d6)

INT 8 (3d6) LOG 7 (3d6) WIL 5 (2d6)

CHA 7 (3d6) REP 3 (2d6) LUC 5 (3d6*)

scent   1 (1d6)hardy   1 (1d6)running   1 (1d6)dodging   1 (1d6)survival   1 (1d6)photography  1 (1d6)film-making 1 (1d6)carousing 2 (1d6)bluffing 2 (1d6)carousing   1 (1d6)insight   1 (1d6)journalism 4 (2d6)

Skills

Wealth

Gear

Lifepath
Geek 
  => College 
   => College 
     => Drifter 
       => Reporter

 $320 

camera, 
dictaphone

Aim. By taking an action to aim, you gain +1d6 
bonus to a ranged attack roll taken in the same 
turn. e attack action must come immediately 
after the aiming action.

Dive For Cover. If a ranged attack misses you, 
you may immediately move half your speed and 
either throw yourself prone or get behind cover if 
it is in range. is is an immediate reaction.

Bachelor. After a four-year course, you gained 
a Bachelor's degree in Journalism. Your research 
skills are developed. If you have access to a library 
or data network, you gain a +1d6 bonus to attempts 
to learn information about a subject.

Masters. You remained in college and gain a 
Masters degree in your subject. You gained 1 
bonus skill rank in your chosen subject (included 
in stats).

 MELEE RANGED MENTAL VITAL SOAK 
 DEFENSE DEFENSE DEFENSE DEFENSE 

 11 11 11 14 0

SIZE medium    NATURAL DAMAGE 1d6+2

BRAWLING 2d6 (1d6+2 blunt damage) SPEED 5; CLIMB 3; JUMP 6'/4' 

CARRY 100 lbs (max lift 200 lbs)

Lucky. You gain an extra LUC die in your LUC 
pool, bringing your pool up to 3d6.

Ask �e Right Questions. You may spend a LUC 
die to ask an NPC a yes/no question. e GM 
will answer truthfully as the NPC gives away the 
answer either verbally or in some more subtle way.

Transformation. Once per day you can spend a 
full minute to transform voluntarily into a wolf, 
gaining its statistics instead of their own (see Wolf 
Form page). is can only happen at night. When 
in wolf form you are immune to ballistic damage 
unless it is a silver or holy bullet.

Involuntary Transformation. On a full moon, 
you transform involuntarily into the form of a 
wolf, gaining its statistics instead of your own (see 
Wolf Form page). At dawn, you changes back 
again to your human form. While transformed, 
you gain the Angry condition until you transform 
back again. When in wolf form you are immune to 
ballistic damage unless it is a silver or holy bullet.

Darksight. As a Werewolf, you can see in the 
dark as though it were daylight.

Silver Vulnerability. Werewolves are vulnerable 
(2d6) to silver weapons.

What Would Luke Do? Once per day you can 
be inspired by a pop culture character: you may 
spend all of your LUC dice on a check without 
reducing your LUC pool. 



Wea
lth

WEREWOLF 
WOLF FORM

Medium semi-sentient beast

ATTRIBUTES

INITIATIVE 3d6

VULN 2d6 silver, 
 holy

IMMUNE ballistic

PERCEPTION 4d6

HEALTH

MOVEMENT

ATTACKS

EXPLOITS & TRAITS

DEFENSES

STR 10 (4d6) AGI 8 (4d6) END 3 (2d6)

INT  6 (3d6) LOG 2 (1d6) WIL 3 (2d6) 

CHA 3 (2d6) REP 3 (2d6) LUC 0 (0d6)

tracking 10 (4d6)scent 10 (4d6)running 10 (4d6)swimming 4 (2d6)tactics 4 (2d6)combat  5 (2d6)

Skills

Pounce. �e wolf can jump its horizontal jump distance (8') 
from a standing start when making a bite attack. �is counts as 
a charge (+1d6 damage), and also knocks the victim prone on a 
successful attack.  

Lycanthropy. If you score a critical hit with a bite attack, and 
your attack roll is also good enough to beat the target’s VITAL 
DEFENSE, your victim contracts lycanthropy and turns into a 
wolf at the next full moon.

 MELEE RANGED MENTAL VITAL SOAK 
 DEFENSE DEFENSE DEFENSE DEFENSE 

 14 16 12 12 5

SIZE medium    NATURAL DAMAGE 1d6+2

BITE 6d6 (2d6+4 piercing damage; 
 lycanthropy)

SPEED 8; CLIMB 4; JUMP 8'/8' 

CARRY 130 lbs (max lift 500 lbs)

Twice
Human

Form

REACH 5-ft ACTIONS 2


